Welcome to Naxos

Action Plan 2020

www.plazaehotel.gr
Following the excellent effort made by our country to keep us healthy, the entire Plaza Beach team was informed and trained on the new protocols to ensure that we all remain safe. Let's take a look at our actions so we will continue to enjoy the sun and the sea carefree.
**STAFF TRAINING**
- on hygiene protocols for all our staff members

**PROTECTION**
- Use of personal protection equipment by all staff members

**STAFF HYGIENE**
- Every staff member complies with the National's Public Health Organization hand hygiene & safety protocols and physical distancing

(plaza beach hotel logo)
ONLINE check in for a contactless service
EXTENDED duration between Check-Out/Check-In 11.00 – 15.00
SANITIZERS stations available at the Reception
KEY CARDS cleaned with disinfectant
RECEPTION area is disinfected frequently
LOBBY area complies with social distancing measures
In room cleaning and linen changes we follow all the procedures that are recommended and issued by the state. We use only certified products.

Room cleaning upon request for minimal contact between guests and staff

Remove paper and stationary items
Remove decorative objects and accessories
Compulsory use of hand sanitizer at the entrance

Restaurants & bar seating areas comply with the social distancing measures

Morning buffet with service

WE PROVIDE OUTDOOR SITTING AREAS. TABLES AND CHAIRS ARE DISINFECTED AFTER USE.
Social distance is applied across all swimming pools and the beach.

Frequent disinfection of beach chairs, sunbeds & all equipment.

Frequent pool water control based on the protocols.

Maximum number of swimmers per pool.
Frequent airing of the indoor public areas
Shops and 3rd Party suppliers in the resort are following all protocol’s measures
Hand sanitizers are available at the public areas
All public areas and high touch points are cleaned frequently
Think positive - Act wisely - Enjoy the sun and the sea

Action Plan & Monitoring

Appointed doctor & Official representative

*Disclaimer: The present will be amended upon receipt of further updates by the Greek State.